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AGENT HEADSHOT

7552 Williams Ave
Maplewood, 63143

Circa 1950:                      Centrally located; move-in-ready; affordably priced — those just 
begin to describe this larger-than-it-looks Maplewood 2+ bedroom home 
w/finished basement! A one-way street (which ends at the infamous Mr. Wizard's 
Custard stand, need I say more?!) leads you home to this updated home 
featuring hardwood floors in the large living & dining rooms. The kitchen is bright 
& cheery, and features a tiled floor & backsplash, SS refrigerator & dishwasher. 
Spacious main floor master, plus a 2nd bedroom that leads to a bonus room that 
could be a family room/home office/you choose! Full bathroom rounds out main 
level. The lower level is mostly finished for tons of bonus space, plus laundry, 
storage & even rough-ins for adding a 2nd bathroom someday! A GREAT deck 
overlooks the fenced backyard w/storage shed. Off-street parking for 3 cars in 
the driveway. All this plus just seconds to Hwy 40 & all the conveniences of the 
central corridor. Plus downtown Maplewood very walkable too = HURRY!

Christopher Thiemet

(314) 412-0654
Christopher@CircaSTL.com



Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

Monthly Utility Averages
ELECTRIC

GAS

SEWER

WATER

FLOORPLAN

TRASH
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 7552WILLIAMS.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P You'll love living in a super walkable
neighborhood with a variety of parks and
playgrounds nearby!
P Choose from several local coffee shops

for your morning caffeine fix!
P This community boasts tons of

opportunities to support local, small
businesseses!
P Calling all custard lovers of all ages! This

home is SUPER close to Mr. Wizards - yum!
P Enjoy the lively nightlife offerings on

nearby Manchester Rd!
P One of the best parts of living here is the

friendly, diverse neighborhood!
P Getting around the St. Louis region is a

breeze when you're in centrally located
Maplewood!
P Got a dog? Your pup will LOVE the nearby

dog park. It's a great place for making
friends, both canine and human!


